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Abstract— Smart phones are used in our daily day to day life 

widely. Most of the smart phones provide a built-In                 

Navigation application with GPS capability. These 

navigation applications provide accurate navigation for 

outdoor location only using GPS unit of the Smartphone. But 

it is not able to provide an accurate navigation inside a closed 

building. There are some solutions are available in the 

market for indoor navigation using Bluetooth, WI-FI and 

AGPS. But their accuracy of navigation is still a challenge. 

In this paper, we elicit a cheap and smart phone solution 

which helps in indoor navigation with the help of QR codes. 

QR codes are used in this data to provide location 

information to the user. QR codes will be used all across the 

building to carry the data required for the navigation system. 

The mobile application will use to scan the QR codes to 

provide accurate indoor navigation for the user. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In day-to-day life Navigation applications for Smart phones 

are useful. There are many mobile applications available in 

market which provides user friendly navigation to the user. 

Most of the applications are successful in providing to the 

user with his current location and directions to particular 

destination for outdoor locations. In most of the cases this is 

achieved using the GPS unit of the Smartphone. But exact 

location with GPS satellites is still a challenge. In some of 

navigation application has limitation to locate their exact 

position while in covered areas such as shopping malls, 

railway stations, buildings, apartments. There are some 

indoor navigation systems applications available in the 

market which uses Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, AGPS or RFID. 

Bluetooth requires high receivers and the accuracy 

of Bluetooth navigation depends upon the number of cells 

used. Wi-Fi also demands high access points for indoor 

navigation.  

AGPS uses network assistance servers for indoor 

navigation. Using AGPS technique, It involves 

infrastructure cost for provider and the user.  Where the 

accuracy is proportional to the number of active tags used. 

Active tags are self powered and hence costly. Most of the 

existing solutions are far from providing an accurate and 

cost effective indoor navigation. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

During the last few years, the development of mobile 

devices has gained significant progress with respect to 

memory capacities, advanced processing power and higher 

data transfer rates to name only a few performance 

parameters. Nowadays, android mobile is the most popular 

in the smart phone Market because android is an open 

source mobile Location-based services provide personalized 

services to the mobile clients according to their current 

location. Geographical Information System   is the heart of 

LBS to provide all the valuable features of LBS. People can 

track their own location and also navigate from one location 

to another very easily. There are lots of technology to track 

location like Cell tracker, GPS, Various Radio location 

systems, Accelerometers and Electronic Compass etc. GPS 

gives much higher accuracy of latitude and longitude 

compare to other techniques it works only in outdoor. The 

location tracking techniques can be integrated with smart 

phones which will work with different networks such as 

GSM. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

This technology first created and introduced by Japanese 

corporation Denso - Wave in 1994. There is indoor 

navigation system available which uses Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or 

RFID. The current navigation system requires internet 

services. It is cost effective for the service provider.  

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

To provide accurate navigation to the user, the indoor 

location plan should be made available to the user. A proper 

floor plan needs to be created for the particular indoor 

location. For multi stored building separate plan is required 

for each floor. The floor plan represents the layout of a 

particular floor. Figure 1 shows a sample floor plan, where 

areas A to F denote some important places in the floor. 

These areas could represent a shop, escalator, lift, 

washroom, entrance/exit areas and so on. 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed Methodology 

Once the floor plan is created, the floor plan is 

available for the user through a URL link. Each floor should 

have the similar floor plan. This could be made accessible 

using any of the wireless application. Once the map is made 

accessible wirelessly, the URL of the floor plan is encoded 

into the QR code as explained as follows. After the floor 

plan is created, points are equate where the QR code needs 

to be placed. 

 
Fig. 2: depicts a sample floor plan with points identified to 

keep QR codes 
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Figure 2 depicts a sample floor plan with points 

identified to keep QR codes. These QR codes aid the user 

for indoor navigation. QR codes can be placed all along the 

pathway to provide the user accurate navigation. 

 For indoor navigation QR codes are used for two 

purposes. 

 To provide image of the map to user for the indoor 

location. 

 To provide the location details to the user. 

 
Fig. 3: Process 

Then we can see your current location on mobile 

screen. Then we can navigate indoor using this. Also we can 

see all our nearest location with respect to your current 

occasion 

V. CONCLUSION 

In existing system internet connection and GPS is must but 

outdoor navigation but there are no indoor navigation 

available. Here we can use QR code for indoor navigation 

without any help of internet connection, no maintenance, 

easy to access for new visitors. 
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